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Broussard, LA (May 1, 2019) – Aqueos Corporation, a provider of manned diving and other subsea services in the 

Gulf of Mexico, West Coast and select International Regions and Otto Candies, LLC a provider of Diving Support 

Vessels, ROV-IMR equipped vessels, and DP offshore supply vessels on a world-wide basis, have entered into a multi-

year agreement for the charter of the DSV Kelly Ann Candies, a USA built multi-role DP-2 Diving Support Vessel.  This 

high spec vessel has a built-in 14-man Draeger Saturation Diving System complete with 3-man bell, moon-pool bell 

launch with cursor, Self Propelled Hyperbaric Lifeboat (SPHL), 60-ton crane and berthing for 76 persons.  In addition, 

the vessel has a Canyon Offshore Work Class ROV with an in-built, integrated ROV Control Room and an ABS Classed, 

IMCA complaint Surface Air Diving System.  In addition, Aqueos has secured a dedicated Hyperbaric Rescue Facility 

(HRF) and a Life Support Package (LSP) to accommodate the SPHL in case of an emergency vessel evacuation.  The 

vessel is Jones Act Complaint, fuel efficient and is well suited to support clients in the GOM, Trinidad/Tobago, Mexico 

and the surrounding regions including West Africa. 

Aqueos Corporation has incorporated a “One Team Approach” between vessel and dive crew and has also added 

valued business partners, Canyon Offshore for ROV services, T. Baker Smith for the provision of survey and vessel 

positioning and Unique Hydra for the provision of the HRF. 

Ted Roche, President and CEO of Aqueos Corporation, stated “We felt that there was a void in the GOM and 

surrounding regions for the provision of a high spec, Jones Act complaint, DP2 Saturation Diving Vessel.  To that end, 

we are thrilled to be partnering with Otto Candies in chartering the DSV Kelly Ann Candies.  This is a fantastic, 

extremely efficient vessel which meets the high specifications and safety expectations of Aqueos and our customer 

base.  Additionally, this is a great opportunity for two quality companies sharing the same core values of safety, to 

collaborate in providing enhanced services, increasing our respective market shares and expanding our global 

footprint to our valued customers.” 

Roche further commented “Otto Candies is an extremely well-run company with significant assets, excellent 

leadership and it is well aligned with Aqueos’ guiding principles of safety for our people, quality based technical 

solutions and best in class service to our clients.” 



 

 

Otto Candies III, Director of Otto Candies, stated “We are truly excited to join the “One Team Approach” with first 

class partners Aqueos, Canyon Offshore, T. Baker Smith and Unique Hydra.  This team will provide our clients with a 

Jones Act qualified, world class vessel offering state of the art services with efficiency and safety as its guiding 

principles.” 

For further information on Aqueos Corporation, visit www.aqueossubsea.com or call the Aqueos office at (337) 714-

0033 or (805) 676-4330. 

For more information about Otto Candies, LLC, visit www.ottocandies.com or call the Otto Candies office at (504) 

469-7700. 
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